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Service Oriented Architecture:
A Q & A with Brian Garr of IBM
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the evolution of the contact
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what is SOA?
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Garr: A Service Oriented

your operating environment

Architecture (SOA) is an

flexible and primed for

approach for designing and

scalability.

and siloed, an SOA is built
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around services. Services are
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makers to providers of call center products and services.
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no longer have to be

For example, a contact center

SOA, neither of these things is

created/developed on a case-

responding to a marketing

necessary, because you can

by-case basis. Implementing a

campaign may link to multiple

isolate those two processes and

service-oriented approach

applications in order to up-sell

expose them to the retailer’s

allows you to leverage the

the customer when contact is

systems as services, which are

services available to others in

established. A new offer or

independent of the applications

your network-partners,

better pricing might be

they were developed in. It’s a

suppliers, customers-and lets

available, but only by linking

major improvement.

you modify your business rules

into another system when

in one or more services at will

triggered by the business

to meet changing demands and

scenario. Using a services-

optimize usefulness.

oriented approach, it is no

especially important for contact
centers since they are the
doorway to your company, the
first experience customers will

adapters and business rules
anew. Instead, Web and
business services can be
quickly leveraged to deploy the

the contact center?

make the strategic decision to

Garr: The migration toward

shift its IT paradigm to one

SOA is being driven primarily

based on open standards and

by the evolution of the contact

that aligns businesses processes

center itself. The traditional call

and applications with corporate

center rooted in phone banks

goals.

channel environment that
gets out about how great your

such as the Web, in-store kiosks

productivity of the contact

products are, and consumers

and automated response

center, and SOA does this by

are clamoring to buy them in

systems and involves advanced

linking business operations

their local stores. You’d like to

technologies such as speech

with IT so that the business can

make it easy for a national

recognition.

respond quickly to new

retail chain to place orders on

changes in marketing, sales and

behalf of local customers.

service.

That’s usually easier said than

components. It lets you connect
and interact with your target
audiences both internally and
externally to drive business
opportunities.

From there, the first step is
determining your specific needs
and then deciding what strategy
you will want to take in making
your purchasing decisions. The
best bet is aligning yourself
with a vendor that can work
with you throughout the process

done, because it entails

built from reusable

integrated strategy and not a

first requires a company to

efficiency, usefulness and

adaptive, on demand enterprise

Garr: Keep in mind, SOA is an

now toward adoption of SOA in

possesses myriad touch points

the contact center leads to an

SOA? What is the first step?

SOA from a legacy architecture

Another example-suppose word

Garr: Adoption of an SOA in

contact center operations to a

CCT: Why is there a movement

is critical to optimize the

using SOA in contact centers?

companies to transition their

has evolved into a multi-

new promotion.

have with you. To this point, it

CCT: What are the benefits of

CCT: How easy is it for

product. Thus, transitioning to

longer necessary to create
This responsiveness is

experience.

connecting the retailer’s order
system to yours. Connecting
those two systems in a typical
application architecture would
require both systems to run the
same applications on the same
platform, or require human
interaction to insert manual
processes that would translate

As one might expect, the

as you grow your architecture,

technologies powering this new

first building the platform and

environment can tend to be

then designing, deploying and

disparate and from numerous

evolving your applications. A

vendors. Adopting an SOA

lot of things need to happen,

provides companies the

but you need to start by making

flexibility and openness to

sure that the decisions you

integrate these technologies in

make now in the contact center

order to provide their customers

are ready to take advantage of

with a seamless service

the new architecture. Insist on

experience. An inbound caller

open standards and non-

does not care if one process is

proprietary products. ■

on AIX and one is on Linux.

the outcomes from one system,

They just want a seamless

into inputs for another. With an
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COPC Standards Committee

culmination of this critical

Launches Release 4.0 – The

research was the development of

New Framework for CSPs

Release 4.0 of the COPC2000® CSP Standard (formerly

Bridge Decision Technologies,

Nexidia Announces Availability

Achieving Certification to the
COPC-2000® and COPC-

we were looking for

Of “Nexidia Enterprise Speech

2000 Gold Standards

Release 4.0 of the COPC-2000

an easy and cost effective way

Intelligence 5.0”

Amherst, NY – Customer

CSP Gold Standard.

Expanded Offering Helps

Operations Performance Center

Enterprises Maximize their

Inc. (COPC) announced the

Abilities to Generate Business

most significant change to the

Intelligence from Recorded

COPC-2000 Standards for

Speech

Customer Service Providers

When we first started Bay

market our what-if analysis and
planning tool
for contact centers,
CenterBridge. In those early
days, we did not have a
marketing department and we

(CSPs) since its 1996

did not have a lot of time to

Atlanta, GA - Nexidia, the

introduction as the industry

devote to these

leading provider of audio search

standard for contact center

activities. We needed reach in

and speech analytics solutions,

operational performance.

the contact center community,

announced the general

Release 4.0 of the Standards

and with Call

availability of its flagship

introduces a narrower, deeper

Center Times, we were able to

product - Nexidia Enterprise

approach to process

touch hundreds of contact center

Speech Intelligence (ESI) 5.0.

improvement and profitability.

professionals

Building on Nexidia’s award

and decision makers, very cost

winning, patent pending

effectively, and with little hassle.

technology, Nexidia ESI 5.0 can

The Standards Committee,
responsible for the initial
creation and oversight of the

dramatically impact an
Call Center Times is a very good

organization’s ability to generate

way to get your message out to

and analyze valuable

contact

intelligence contained in

center professionals worldwide,

recorded spoken interactions.

and our relationship with Call

Nexidia’s unique approach

Center Times

makes recorded audio searchable

has been completely beneficial.

at over 55 times real-time and

COPC-2000 Family of
Standards, holds as its core

database at over 30 million

President

times real-time. It also delivers

Bay Bridge Decision

the most accurate, relevant audio

Technologies

search and analysis capability

o: 410-224-9883

available today. ■

Release 4.0 of the Standards
focuses on Items that are critical
and most relevant to
performance and profitability.
By refining the Items of the
Standards, certification to the
Standards becomes inextricably
linked to performance
improvement.
Release 4.0 also specifies a
greater difference in the number
of Items necessary for
certification between the COPC2000® CSP Standard and the
COPC-2000 CSP Gold
Standard, providing a clear
upgrade path beyond the initial
“entry point” for users of the
Standards.

objective the improvement of
the end-user experience while

returns search results from the
Ric Kosiba, Ph.D.

referred to as “the Base”) and

■

driving operational and financial

NextNine Introduces The

performance improvement.

Latest Version Of Its Service

Throughout 2004 and the first

Automation

quarter of 2005, the Standards

Platform, NSA v 3.5.

Committee assessed

c: 410-562-1217

■
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performance of the Standards

Recently, automated service and

using data from formal surveys

support technology vendor,

of COPC users to “stack rank”

NextNine, introduced the latest

the Items of the Standard based

version of its service automation

on their impact on Service,

platform, NSA v 3.5.

Quality, Cost, Revenue, and

The NextNine Service

Customer Satisfaction. The

Automation platform enables

proactive monitoring,

uptime, improved

Communications sectors,

automatic problem escalation

customer satisfaction, reduced

InStranet has packaged

and diagnostics, self-healing

Mean Time to Repair, and

industry-specific knowledge

and remote

significantly

processes in the Telco-Media

secure access - functionality

reduced service and support

Edition, which results in a

which significantly increases

costs.

consistent cross-channel

system

■

customer experience and
unbeatable deployment times.

availability and customer
satisfaction while
simultaneously improving

InStranet Launches Telco-

The CCIL Telco-Media Edition

the efficiency of an

Media Edition of

is the only multi-channel, fully

organization’s support

Award Winning Contact

integrated knowledge

mechanism.

Centers In-Line Application

application available for the
telecommunications and media

According to CEO Adi

CHICAGO – InStranet,

industries that can be extended

Dulberg, NextNine Service

Inc., the leader in multi-

across multiple customer touch

Automation version 3.5

channel knowledge

points. Benefits of the solution

offers support professionals

applications announced the

include faster, better service

new tools that enable them to

launch of their packaged

for customers, increased agent

realize

Telco-Media Edition of

satisfaction, and streamlined

valuable, once unattainable

their award winning

knowledge processes for

returns on their investment,

Contact Centers In-Line‘

managers. This boosts

such as

(CCIL) application. Working

customer retention, lowers

enhanced organizational

with industry leaders in the

operating costs, and increases

efficiency, increased system

Telecom, Media, and

revenues.

■

Tune into a great career opportunity

Nielsen

Call Center
(727) 738-7100

Media Research
www.nielsenmedia.com

CLASSIFIEDS/
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CARAS Marketing
& Training Offer
For June 2005

July 21

award-winning content for use

First Class Phone
Manners: Top Five
Telephone Best
Practices

training without leaving
the building!
Learn how to:

transfer a call

and coaching available in 3

Create professional voice mail

information-packed audio

greetings and messages that

CDs. Special offer of 25%

get results

discount when you

Choose the right words to turn

purchase “The Twinset:

negative statements into

Non-Intrusive

positive ones

Prospecting/Selling by

Avoid “bad word” choices

Telephone in a Skeptical

Handle complaint calls

World”. Free shipping

Turn around an angry caller

July 28

preview of the world’s most
unique and powerful
strategies for improving
performance at an
unbelievably low price at
www.carastraining.com.

***

Send your frontline
staff to telephone skills

your current training program.

To register, simply call The

8400 or go to the website to
register at
www.thecallcenterschool.com.

***

August 4
Tyrant Turnaround:
Going from Difficult to
Delighted Callers

The Call Center School
brings this essential
training program right to
your call center – via the
Internet. Gather your
frontline staff – as many
as you want — for this
hugely popular three-part
training series.

ICCM CONFERENCE
& EXPO
September 25-28, 2005
The Bellagio, Las Vegas
www.iccm.com

Cost
The cost of these web seminars
is $275, or you can attend all
three for $750.
An unlimited number of
students may participate via a
single web/audio connection,

THREE-PART
TELEPHONE
ESSENTIALS FOR
YOUR FRONTLINE
STAFF

great way to fill in the gaps of

Call Center School at 615-812-

Winning Words: Clever
Conversation Choices
for Better
Communications

when you add “Next Level
Coaching”. Get a quick

by your own trainers. It’s a

Information and
Registration

Effectively open, close, and

Shortcuts to sales, service

You can also license any of our

making this a cost-effective

Every single person in
your call center can
benefit from learning
these telephone basics
and you can send an
unlimited number of
students to class for 90
minutes each week for
one low price!
***

way to train large groups.

Learn about performanceenhancing tools and solutions
that enable contact
centers to not only control
costs and improve efficiency
but also to
optimize the effectiveness and
profitability of customer
interactions.
Attend ICCM to keep up with

Other Ways to Learn
Prefer a classroom
environment for your training
program? Let our faculty come
to your site to deliver a
program to meet the specific
needs of your staff.
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the most current advancements
in your field the performance of your
contact center depends on it.

***

CLASSIFIEDS/
ANNOUNCEMENTS

An Offer from Incoming
Calls Management Institute

TOUCHSTAR SOFTWARE

Times) by clicking here:
Incoming Calls Management

RELEASES DIAL-ONDEMAND
HOSTED SOLUTION FOR

http://www.justcareers.com/N

Institute (ICMI) offers the very

A-call-center-report.html

best in leading edge, highquality public and Web training

AS LITTLE AS $4/HOUR

seminars for call center

***
TouchStar Software is pleased

FOR ESPANOL, PRESS

to announce the release of its

ONE NOW

management professionals
(contact center, interaction
center, help desk). We help

new web-based dialer
application: Dial-On-

individuals and organizations

In need of SPANISH?

understand the dynamics of

Demand.

We represent call centers in

today’s customer contact

Dial-On-Demand is easy-to-

South America, with State of

environment to improve

deploy, affordable and allows

the Art Technology ready to

performance and achieve

users to immediately realize

serve you!

superior business results.

increases in productivity, while

More than 5000 positions

Visit us at:

providing agents the tools they

ready if and when you need

http://www.incoming.com/Sem

require to deliver exceptional

them.

inars.aspx?SelectedNode=Semi

customer care. Call 866-338-

If you require inbound or

nars

0678

outbound service, 24/7, or if

or

simply

visit

www.touchstarsoftware.com/h

you just require to manage an

osted.shtml to get started

overflow , we are ready to

today.

serve you!

***

All our business relations are
managed from our Corporate
M.E.R., a premier Executive

offices in Atlanta, to help

Search Firm in the Direct

expedite contracts, procedures,

Marketing, Call Center

claims and reduce

(Customer Care and

implementation times.

Envision

Envision is a leading
provider of performance
optimization solutions for
contact centers empowering
businesses to maximize
every contact with their
customers. Since its
founding in 1994, Envision
has focused on improving

Collections) BPO and
CRM/E-CRM industries,

PRESS ONE NOW, the

recently released a North

leaders in Spanish call centers.

American Call Center
Report. Receive a free copy
(compliments of Call Center

Please contact us.... 1-888617-6020
***
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the effectiveness and
performance of contact
center agents to create
measurable value for the
enterprise.
Check out what is
happening:
http://www.envisiontelephony
.com/news_and_events/pres
s_releases.asp
***
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Contact: (305) 442-2269
BIGBY HAVIS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. - Our SELECT Associate
Screening System is a family of short, validated pre-employment
tests measuring personality characteristics and integrity
associated with high performance in a number of jobs to include
those focused on the Call Center industry. We have industry
specific versions for:
• Inbound Service
• Inbound Sales
• Outbound Sales
• Help Desk
Contact: Email: kcapelle@bigby.com
12750 Merit Drive, Suite 660
Dallas, TX 75251
Telephone: 972-233-6055 x.110
Fax: 972-233-3154
Website: www.bigby.com

(A Call Center Times guide to providers of
call center products and services)

AMCAT - Amcat software-based solutions power rapid, dramatic
increases in inbound / outbound and blended productivity, agent
professionalism, and campaign management flexibility.
Contact: E-mail Smart@amcat.com,
Web: www.amcat.com,
Toll Free: North America 1-800-364-5518;
UK +44 (0) 800 169 2028
AMTELCO - Create Custom WEB-BASED Agent Scripts Fast &
Easy With eCreator by AMTELCO eCreator Web-based
Scripting provides flexibility and freedom!
Contact:
Jim Becker
4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, WI 53558
Telephone: (800)356-9148 or (608)838-4194
Fax: (608)838-8367
E-mail: jim@amtelco.com
Internet: http://ecreator.amtelco.com

BRINKS HOME SECURITY, INC. - We are
looking for hard-working, enthusiastic
individuals to become part of the Brink’s Home
Security Team. We offer a variety of rewarding
and challenging career opportunities with
competitive salaries, an inspiring work environment, great benefits
and professional development opportunities.
All career opportunities may be found either at our corporate
headquarters, located in Irving, Texas, a suburb of Dallas/Fort
Worth, or at one of our sales and service branch offices located
across the United States as well as British Columbia, Canada.

ASLAN TRAINING - Since 1989, Aslan’s world-class “salespros-turned-trainers” have been successfully
drawing out hidden abilities and new levels of
performance from salespeople across the
spectrum.

If you’re interested in joining the Brink’s Home Security Team, we
invite you to visit our Career Center at
www.brinkshomesecurity.com for a list of available job openings.

Contact: info@aslantraining.com or visit www.aslantraining.com
AT RANDOM COMMUNICATIONS’ programs are designed to
provide objective, impartial observations to measure the quality
of service provided by your Representatives. Our research
services include, mystery calling and remote monitoring,
competition shopping and analysis, individualized coaching and
customer satisfaction surveys.
Contact: Cheryl Thibault at 860-672-0606 or cthibault@arllc.com

CALL CENTER ASSOCIATES, INC. Call Center Associates, Inc. - Years of
operations and management savvy
gained through real world experience
led Call Center Associates to develop a
scheduling package alternative that makes more sense for the
majority of call centers than other solutions on the market.
Contact:
Toll Free Telephone Number (US): 1-866-222-2363
General Information: info@callcenterscheduler.com
Customer Support: support@callcenterscheduler.com
E-mail: wayne.shaw@callcenterscheduler.com

BARBADOS INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (BIDC) - BARBADOS – A
Preferred Location For Your Call Center
Expansion. Barbados has established itself
as a reputable and diversified international
business center. www.bidc.org
9
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CALL COMPLIANCE, INC. - Call
Compliance, Inc. is the leader in
developing innovative technological
solutions for Do Not Call compliance. Call
Compliance can offer compliance with
ease. Through the patented TeleBlock®
product, calls are screened and blocked, in real-time, against
federal, state, third-party and your own in-house Do Not Call
lists. No additional hardware or software is required, and
TeleBlock® offers more protection than list management or other
list scrubbing techniques.
For more information, please email us at
sales@callcompliance.com.

ENVISION - Envision is a leading provider of contact center
software solutions that empower businesses to maximize every
contact with their customers.
Contact: Melissa Cole
Envision
520 Pike Street, Suite 1600
Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone: (206) 225-0800 ext. 500
E-mail: melissa.cole@envisioninc.com
GLOBAL RESPONSE CORP. - A pioneer in web-based call center
services, Global Response has gone on to become one of the
nation’s largest and most diverse contact centers serving clients in
the catalog, retail, healthcare, automotive, media and finance
industries.
Contact Information:
Global Response
Wendy Shooster, Vice President
777 S. State Road 7
Margate, Florida 33068
wendyl@globalresponse.com
954-973-7300 or 800-537-8000

CARAS MARKETING & TRAINING - We
are a team of Trainers, Coaches, and
Management Consultants who spend our
time helping clients improve the quality and
quantity of customer care and sales
experiences. Since our inception in 1990, we
have worked with companies and contact
centers where confidence and competence needed improvement
by a deadline and within a budget.

GMT - GMT makes companies more profitable
through the effective use of their workforce by
combining leading edge technology with the
features most desired by customers.
Contact: Gordon McMahan, E-mail:
gordon@gmt.com

Learn more about us at www.carastraining.com or contact Ronna
Caras (rcaras@carastraining.com) at 978.531.2022 x55.
CHASE DATA CORP - Chase Data provides
complete turnkey solutions to customers that
require our expertise and experience in
Predictive Dialers and Call center technology.
Contact: Sales contact: Ahmed Macklai
Phone: 954-720-6242

GN NETCOM - Delivering Value to Contact Centers - GN
Netcom delivers added value to your
contact center by increasing the quality
of customer interactions through superior
products and services.

CSD - CSD is the largest national provider
of telecommunication relay services for
individuals who are deaf or hard of
hearing. We currently operate 22 contact centers across the
United States and process over 35 million calls each year.
Contact: jskjeveland@c-s-d.org or call 605-367-5760

IEX CORP - IEX Corp., a Tekelec company, is the leading provider
of innovative productivity solutions for contact
centers.
Contact: leann.ratliff@iex.com

DALBAR, INC - Use DALBAR’s results to
improve operations and DALBAR’s awards to
publicize your competitive advantage.
Contact: CALL 800-296-7056 or www.dalbarsqm.com

http://www.iex.com/TotalView/overview.htm
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PHONEPRO - Leaders in Telephone Skills
Training for 19 years, Phone Pro delivers
dynamic live web training as well as onsite,
customized training programs.
Contact: www.phonepro.com or give us a call at
800-888-4893

INCOMING CALLS MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (ICMI) Incoming Calls Management Institute (ICMI), based in Annapolis,
Maryland, offers the most comprehensive educational resources
available for call center (contact center,
interaction center, help desk) management
professionals.
Contact: For more information and to join a
network of call center leaders, call 410-267-0700, 800-672-6177,
email icmi@incoming.com or visit www.incoming.com.

PRESS ONE NOW - FOR ESPANOL,
PRESS ONE NOW
In need of SPANISH?
We represent call centers in South America,
with State of the Art Technology ready to serve you!
More than 5000 positions ready if and when you need them.
Contact: 1-888-617-6020
sales@pressonenow.com
amiel@pressonenow.com

InstantService
InstantService provides an integrated suite of live chat, email
management, knowledge
base, website analytics
and lead capture
solutions designed to
increase online sales and improve customer support while
reducing contact center costs.

PROCORE - ProCore Solutions provides call
center outsource services, employee training
and development programs, systems
developments and reengineering to improve
business processes, and a full range of
strategic staffing services to its clients.

Sales Inquiries contact www.instantservice.com
206-956-8000
sales@instantservice.com

Contact: Drew Brown
(678) 355-3588
www.procoresolutions.com

MARASTAR COMMUNICATIONS - MaraStar
Communications develops and distributes
humorous animated training programs for
customer service and sales call centers.
Contact: http://www.marastar.com/tuycc.asp.

RICHARDSON Richardson is a
leading sales training
and consulting firm.
We deliver a blended learning solution both in person or online
that incorporates a unique process of high impact coaching to
individuals and teams.
Contact: Jim Brodo - jim.brodo@richardson.com

M.E.R. Inc. (McDaniel Executive Recruiters) is a highly
specialized search firm in the
CRM, Direct Marketing, Call
Center, and Collections
Industries. We specialize in
sales, marketing, operations and support function staffing.
Contact: Chad McDaniel
mcdaniel@justcareers.com
866-991-3555 (toll-free)

SCANSOFT - ScanSoft, Inc. is the
leading supplier of speech and imaging
solutions that are used to automate a
wide range of manual processes - increasing productivity,
reducing costs and improving customer service.
Contact: www.scansoft.com

NUASIS – The IP Contact Center Company - Nuasis, the IP
contact center company, is leading the transformation of the
customer contact center from
proprietary circuit-based ACD
switches to a Pure IP-based
enterprise software application.

SER SOLUTIONS, INC - Since 1989, SER
Solutions, Inc. (SER) has led the contact
center industry in delivering products that
significantly improve operational efficiencies
and agent productivity.
Contact: info@ser.com

Contact: kevin.arndt@nuasis.com
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SNOWFLY PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES Snowfly Performance Incentives is an online
motivation, reward, and recognition solution for
call centers that integrates the science of
human behavior and the power of random
positive reinforcement.
Contact: 1-877-766-9359 – info@snowfly.com

THE CONNECTION - Open 24 hours a day, 365 days per year
and in business since 1981, our fully automated, state-of-the-art
call center equipment, and custom software enables The
Connection® to field thousands of
calls daily for each client with a high
degree of professionalism and
customization.
Contact: Auralie Simi, Sales &
Marketing Specialist
11351 Rupp Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
800-883-5777
952-948-5498 Fax
sales@the-connection.com

SHUMSKY - Shumsky is nationally
recognized as an industry leader not only in
promotional marketing and advertising, but
with employee recognition as well.

To learn more about either of these programs, please contact
the Gold Team at Shumsky.
800-326-2203 phone
937-223-2252 fax

TOUCHSTAR SOFTWARE provides the easiest to use and most
reasonably priced predictive dialing solution available, along with
robust inbound ACD features found in most high-end phone
systems.
Contact us now to find out more.
866-338-0678

goldteam@shumsky.com
Synovate - Synovate, one of the world's top research firms, is
the market research arm of global communications specialist
Aegis Group plc. Across all our business units, we constantly
consider ways to develop powerful
new services, both through combined
interaction and through blue-sky
thinking to produce inspired marketing
solutions, constructive client-service
deliverables and elegant systems.

VXI Corporation
For over 16 years, VXI Corporation has been a leading
manufacturer of professional-grade headset solutions for contact
centers. VXI's TuffSet and Passport
headset systems provide superior audio
quality, durability and comfort at an
exceptional price.

Contact: deb.carmachel@synovate.com
www.synovate.com.

Visit http://www.vxicorp.com or call our
sales department at 800-742-8588.

THE CALL CENTER SCHOOL (TCCS) - The Call Center
School (TCCS) provides a wide variety of training and education
programs for the call center professionals utilizing a variety of
delivery mechanisms:
Instructor-Led Courses
Web Seminars
e-Learning Programs
Contact: The Call Center School
568 Grant Highway
Lebanon, TN 37090
615-812-8400
info@thecallcenterschool.com

WITNESS SYSTEMS - Witness Systems is a leading global
provider of performance optimization
software and services. The company
provides the contact center industry’s
first integrated performance
contact: psewell@witness.com
For more information about these companies, vist our Resource
Directory/Buyer’s Guide,
http://www.callcentertimes.com/news/buyers-guide-main.asp
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Not your Predictable Predictive Dialer

tin# 75-2915747
P. O. Box 118451, Carrollton, TX 75011-8451
Bus. 972-395-3225 Fax 972-395-9205
Dear Vice-President of Sales/Marketing:

Here Is How We Can Help Increase Your Bottom Line!

_______ ‘2005 Call Center Book of Lists Directory’:
◆ 1,275 Call Centers Listed
◆ Each Call Center has at least One Decision Maker Listed
◆ Complete Contact Information
◆ 715+ E-mail Addresses

◆ The Directory is in CD-ROM (Excel Spreadsheet)

Cost: $425

◆ FREE Quarterly Updates

______ Resource Directory/Call Center’s Buyer’s Guide: This section of our website is the most elaborate advertising
program that we provide: Your company will be profiled on our website, www.callcentertimes.com, for 12 consecutive months
You will be listed in the Rolling Banner for 12 consecutive months
Cost: $517
______ Monthly Newsletter Advertisement:

Cost: $275

______ Corporate Logo Promotion (Website & Monthly Newsletter):

Cost $500

Simply check the applicable column(s) and return by fax to (972) 395-9205. Please note that all transactions are final. There
will be no refunds.
COMPANY NAME/ Contact/Address/Telephone/Fax/E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

❏ MasterCard

❏ Visa

❏ American Express

______________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number
Regards,
Nosa Eke, Publisher

_______________
Expiration Date

_________________________________________________________________
Name As Appears On Credit Card (Print Please) & Signature

Publisher: Nosa Eke • www.callcentertimes.com • Ph. (972) 395-3225 • Fax (972) 395-9205

